ABSTRACT. Generalizing the concepts of Stanley-Reisner and affine monoid algebras, one can associate to a rational pointed fan
INTRODUCTION
Let Σ be a rational pointed fan in R d , i.e. Σ is a finite collection of rational pointed cones in R d such that for C ′ ⊆ C with C ∈ Σ we have that C ′ is a face of C if and only if C ′ ∈ Σ, and if C,C ′ ∈ Σ, then C ∩C ′ is a common face of C and C ′ . Stanley constructed in [17] the toric face ring K[Σ] over a field K associated to Σ as follows.
As a K-vectors space K[Σ] = a∈ C∈Σ C∩Z d Kx a . The multiplication in K[Σ] is defined by:
x a · x b = x a+b if a and b are elements of a common face C ∈ Σ, 0 otherwise.
We see that K[Σ]
is naturally a Z d -graded K-algebra. This class of rings generalizes the concepts of Stanley-Reisner rings associated to simplicial complexes and affine monoid algebras associated to affine monoids in some Z d . (See Bruns-Herzog [9] or Stanley [19] for a detailed discussion on these two special cases.) Motivated by known results from the two special cases, the authors started to study toric face rings systematically to obtain their algebraic properties in [14] . (See also [4] , [5] , [6] , [8] and [20] for related results.)
Two of the main results in [14] classify completely in which cases K[Σ] is CohenMacaulay, respectively Gorenstein, in combinatorial terms of the rational pointed fan Σ. 
It is well-known that the Gorenstein property is equivalent to the fact that K[Σ] is CohenMacaulay and some principal ideal K[Σ](−σ
)
Assuming only that K[Σ]
is Cohen-Macaulay, it is a natural question in which cases ω K [Σ] is isomorphic to a Z d -graded ideal of K [Σ] . After introducing definitions and results related to toric face rings in Section 2, we give a complete characterization of this situation in Section 3.
Intersecting each cone of Σ with the unit sphere of R d one obtains a regular cell complex Γ Σ . In Section 4 we study algebraic properties of K [Σ] in terms of topological properties of Γ Σ .
In particular, in Section 4, we get as an application of our main result of Section 3 the following theorem which generalizes a nice result of Hochster for Stanley-Reisner rings. For the definition of an Euler fan we refer to Section 2. Condition (ii) of the theorem is equivalent to the fact that K[Σ ′ ] is Cohen-Macaulay and Σ ′ is an Euler fan.
Recall that a shelling of Σ is a linear ordering C 1 , . . . ,C s of the facets of Σ such that either dim Σ = 0, or the following two conditions are satisfied:
(i) Fan(∂C 1 ) has a shelling.
(ii) For 1 < j ≤ s there exists a shelling D 1 , . . ., D t j of the (pure) fan Fan(∂C j ) such that / 0
Fan(D l ) for some 1 ≤ r j ≤ t j . Σ is called shellable if it has a shelling. In the last Section of this paper we study algebraic properties of the toric face rings K[
We can prove that they are all Cohen-Macaulay and using the result of Section 4 mentioned above, we show that the canonical modules ω K[
Moreover, this result holds also under the weaker assumption "semishellable" as defined in Section 5.
For a finitely generated R-module M over a commutative ring R we call a finite filtration 
is a principal ideal for all 1 < j ≤ s. This provides a way to distinguish between shellable and clean fans.
We are grateful to Prof. W. Bruns for inspiring discussions on the subject of the paper.
TORIC FACE RINGS
In this section we fix some notation and recall important results needed in the rest of the paper. Let Σ be a rational pointed fan in R d . Let K be a field. We consider the toric face ring K[Σ] of Σ over K as defined in Section 1. For C ∈ Σ we define the
where Fan(C) is the fan consisting of all cones D ∈ Σ such that D ⊆ C. In particular, p C is a prime ideal. More generally, for a subfan
: a ∈ |Σ ′ |). As was observed in [14] , all Z d -graded prime and radical ideals of K[Σ] are described as follows. For C ∈ Σ let star Σ (C) = {D ∈ Σ : C ⊆ D} be the star of C. In particular, star Σ (0) = Σ. Moreover, we set Σ(C) = Σ \ star Σ (C). Observe that this a subfan of Σ.
We define a complex 
Observe that for a ∈ relint(C) ∩Z d we have star Σ (C) = {D ∈ Σ : a ∈ D}. Hence it makes sense to define slightly more generally for a ∈ Z d the star of a as star Σ (a) = {D ∈ Σ : a ∈ D}. Analogously we define Σ(a) and the complex C . 
as Z d -graded K-modules (where relint(C) denotes the relative interior of C with respect to the subspace topology on the vector space generated by C).
See also [4] where such a formula was given for a more general class of rings. Theorem 2.2 yields an important Cohen-Macaulay criterion for fans which generalizes the corresponding result for simplicial complexes given by Reisner in [16] 
Generalizing ideas of [12] and [13] we consider the complex
where we set 
For a cone C ∈ Σ let f i (star Σ (C)) be the number of i-dimensional cones in star Σ (C). We define
Observe that the definition of ρ differs from the definition of the number χ Σ (C) as considered in [14] by the sign (−1) dimC+1 . Hence all results cited from [14] have to take into account this factor. But we will see soon that one gets more compact formulas using ρ Σ (C) as defined above. An easy computations shows that
so ρ Σ (C) is nothing else that the Euler characteristic of the complex C .
star Σ (C) . Gorenstein toric face rings are described by the next theorem.
Theorem 2.5 (Theorem 6.2. [14]). Let Σ be a rational pointed fan in R d . Then K[Σ] is Gorenstein if and only if K[Σ] is Cohen-Macaulay and there exists
(ii) For all cones C ∈ Σ we have
We call Σ an Euler fan if Σ is pure (i.e. all facets of Σ have the same dimension), and ρ Σ (C) = (−1) dim Σ−1 for all C ∈ Σ. We have the following characterizations of CohenMacaulay and Euler fans: Proposition 2.6 (Corollary 6.5. [14] ). Let Σ be a rational pointed fan in R d . The following statements are equivalent:
is Cohen-Macaulay and Σ is an Euler fan;
(ii) K[Σ] is Gorenstein and ω K[Σ] ∼ = K[Σ] as Z d -graded modules; (iii) K[Σ] is Gorenstein and ρ Σ (0) = (−1) dim Σ−1 ; (iv) K[Σ] is Cohen-Macaulay and H dim Σ−1 (C . star Σ (C) ) = K for all C ∈ Σ.
EMBEDDINGS OF THE CANONICAL MODULE AS AN IDEAL OF A TORIC FACE RING
Let K be a field, and Σ be a rational pointed fan in 
See [9, Section 5.7] for such an example for a Stanley-Reisner ring. The case when I is Z d -graded is however interesting and it is a natural question to characterize this situation.
First we need a special construction. We always embed R d naturally into R d+1 onto the first d coordinates and identify the basis-vectors e 1 , . . ., e d of the corresponding standard basis of R d and R d+1 respectively. Let C be a rational pointed cone in R d and w a rational point in R d+1 \ R d (e.g. w = e d+1 ). We denote by w * C the smallest (pointed) cone containing both w and C. If Σ is rational pointed fan in R d , we denote by w * Σ the fan with facets {w * C : 
In particular, if the image of the embedding
Proof. Before proving the equivalence of (i) and (ii), we observe the following. For
It follows from the local duality theorem for Z dgraded modules (see [9, Theorem 3.6.19 .] for the Z-graded case) that
Using this fact and Theorem 2.2 we deduce that there exists an isomorphism of Z d -graded K-vector spaces:
Since we assume that Σ is not an Euler fan, it follows from Proposition 2.
It follows from (1) that for C ∈ Σ we have either
We define
star Σ (C) ) = 0} and claim that Σ ′ is a subfan of Σ. Let C ∈ Σ ′ and C ′ be a face of C. Assume that C ′ ∈ Σ ′ and take a, a ′ ∈ Z d such that a ∈ relint(C) and a ′ ∈ relint(C ′ ). Then x a ∈ I and x a ′ ∈ I. Since a +a ′ ∈ relint(C), it follows that x a x a ′ = x a+a ′ ∈ I, a contradiction since I is an ideal. Thus we see that indeed Σ ′ is a subfan of Σ. Moreover, I = q Σ ′ and by definition we have for all 
we obtain the exact sequence
(See [9] for the Zgraded cases of these results.)
So there exists a short exact sequence of star Σ (C) ) = 0 for all C ∈ Σ ′ . By Proposition 2.6 (iv), Σ is not an Euler fan. Now we show that q Σ Σ ′ is isomorphic with the canonical module of Σ which proves (i). Let w a rational point in R d+1 \ R d and consider the rational pointed fan Π = (w * Σ ′ ) ∪ Σ in R d+1 with facets the facets of the fan w * Σ ′ and the facets of the fan Σ. (Here we consider Σ as the fan in R d+1 induced by the embedding
We claim that Π is Euler and K[Π] is Cohen-Macaulay of dimension dim Σ. For this we prove that for all
Then it follows from Theorem 2.3 that K[Π] is Cohen-Macaulay of dimension dim Σ and using (iv) in Proposition 2.6 we can conclude that Π is an Euler fan. We consider the following cases: (a) If C ∈ Σ \ Σ ′ , then star Π (C) = star Σ (C) and (2) follows from the assumption of (ii) and the Cohen-Macaulayness of K[Σ] (using also Corollary 2.3).
(b) If w ∈ C, then C = w * F where F ∈ Σ ′ and thus star Π (C) is isomorphic as posets to star Σ ′ (F). Thus (2) follows since Σ ′ is Euler and Cohen-Macaulay over K. (One has to use again Corollary 2.3 and Proposition 2.6 applied to
). Then we get an exact sequence of complexes
This yields the long exact cohomology sequence
is Cohen-Macaulay, it follows from Corollary 2.3 that H i (C .
star Σ (C) ) = 0. We conclude that 
as desired. Finally, note that if q Σ Σ ′ is principal, it must be generated by a homogeneous non-zero divisor, because
ON MANIFOLDS RELATED TO RATIONAL POINTED FANS
For further results on toric face rings we need some facts related to a regular cell complex induced by a rational pointed fan Σ in R d . For this we consider the intersection of Σ with the unit sphere 
An element e C ′ is called a face of e C if e C ′ ⊂ē C , i.e. C ′ is a face of C. Note that we consider / 0 = e {0} also as a cell in Γ Σ . The following result is crucial. First we need some further notations. We already considered simplicial complexes ∆ on a finite vertex set V . The elements F ∈ ∆ are called faces of ∆. If F = / 0 we define the dimension of F to be dim F = #F − 1. We set dim / 0 = −1 and then the dimension dim ∆ of ∆ is the maximum of dim F for F ∈ ∆. For F ∈ ∆ let link ∆ F be the set {G ∈ ∆ : F ∪ G ∈ ∆, F ∩ G = / 0} and call it the link of F. Simplicial complexes (and their faces) have geometrically realizations which we usually denote by |∆| and then ∆ is said to be a triangulation of |∆|. We recall one important construction. Let P be a finite partially ordered set (poset for short) which has a unique minimal element 0 (e.g. the face poset of Σ, the face poset of Γ Σ or star Σ C). We denote by ∆(P) the order complex of P \ { 0} which is the simplicial complex where the faces are the chains of P \ { 0}. For further definitions and results on simplicial complexes and posets see [9] and [18] respectively.
Furthermore, for a topological space X , p ∈ X and K a field we denote by H i (X ) the reduced simplicial homology with coefficients in K, and by H i (X , X \ {p}) the local homology groups of X at p with coefficients in K.
Lemma 4.1. Let Σ be a rational pointed fan in R d , 0 = C ∈ Σ and p ∈ e C . Then and has therefore the geometric realization |∆(Σ)| = |Γ Σ |. In particular, we may assume p ∈ |∆(Σ)|. We compute
Here the first isomorphism was shown in [14, Lemma 4.6]. The second isomorphism follows since we take (co-) homology with coefficients in K. The third equality follows from the observations above. The forth isomorphism is due to [9, Lemma 5.4.5] . Here note that if star
The last isomorphism follows from [3, Proposition.4.7.8] .
The supplement concerning the reduced simplicial homology is obvious since we have that ∆(star Σ (0)) = ∆(Σ). 
Moreover, if the equivalent conditions are satisfied, then Σ is Euler (and K[Σ] is Gorenstein) if and only if for all p ∈ |Γ
In particular:
Proof. 
for all p ∈ |Γ Σ | (independent of the field K).
(ii): The second statement is shown analogously by observing that the local homology 
Proof. (i)⇒(ii): Assume that Σ is Euler. Then K[Σ] would be Gorenstein and K[Σ]
Σ ′ would be a contradiction to the fact that Σ ′ is non-trivial. Now (ii) was shown in (the proof of) Theorem 3.1.
(ii)⇒(i): In order to use Theorem 3.1 we have to check that for all C ∈ Σ
We have to distinguish two cases: (a) Let {0} = C ∈ Σ and choose p ∈ e C . We deduce that
The first isomorphism follows by Lemma 4.1, while the last equality is implied by the definition of a manifold with boundary. Now p ∈ ∂ X if and only if C ∈ Σ ′ and thus we are done in this case.
(b) Let C = {0} ∈ Σ ′ . Then we have by Lemma 4.1 that 
SHELLABILITY CONDITIONS AND THEIR ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES
In [14] the authors studied the notion of a pure shellable fan and non-pure shellable fan respectively, which imply that the corresponding toric face ring is Cohen-Macaulay and sequentially Cohen-Macaulay respectively. If the fan is the fan associated to a simplicial complex, then these notions coincides with the well-known definitions of pure shellable simplicial complexes and non-pure shellable simplicial complexes respectively. For simplicial complexes there exist various equivalent definitions of shellability.
The goal of this section is to present several shellability related notions for a rational pointed fan in R d . Some of them coincide in the "simplicial case".
Let Σ be a rational pointed fan in R d . In the following ∂C denotes the boundary of a cone C ∈ Σ. Recall that the fans Fan(C) and Fan(∂C) are the set of faces of C and ∂C respectively. Observe that they are subfans of Σ. At first we give the definition of shellability as considered in [14] (which is motivated by the results of [1] and [2] ). 
Fan(D l ) for some 1 ≤ r j ≤ t j . Σ is called shellable if it has a shelling.
Remark 5.2.
(i) Usually one considers only the case that Σ is pure, i.e. all facets of Σ have the same dimension. But in this section we allow the fans also not to be pure and all our shellings are non-pure shellings in the terminology of [14] if not otherwise stated. (ii) One can weaken this definition in an obvious way by not asking that the shelling of the fan in (ii) is the beginning of a shelling of Fan(∂ (C j )) and gets a weaker notion of shellability, but we do not stress this point in this paper. Instead we consider semishellings defined as below.
The next definition was inspired by [10] . (See also [15] .) Definition 5.3. A semishelling of Σ is a linear ordering C 1 , . . . ,C s of the facets of Σ such that either dim Σ = 0, or
| is homeomorphic either to a (dimC j − 2)-dimensional ball or sphere for all 1 < j ≤ s. The fan Σ is called semishellable if it has a semishelling.
Of course we have:
Proof. Assume that dim Σ > 0 and there is a linear ordering C 1 , . . . ,C s of the facets of Σ such that (i) Fan(∂C 1 ) has a shelling.
(ii) For 1 < j ≤ s there exists a shelling
Fan(D l ) for some 1 ≤ r j ≤ t j . Now observe that the shellability of Σ is equivalent to the fact that then the regular cell complex Γ Σ is shellable in the sense of [3, Section 4.7] with shelling order e C 1 , . . ., e C s .
| is either homeomorphic to a
Semishellability has the following nice algebraic consequence. 
Remark 5.7. One can weaken the definition of a semishellable fan by asking only that
Theorem 5.5 and Proposition 5.6 hold also in this context, and one may also give a converse for Proposition 5.6.
Next we consider a stronger property than shellability. For this we recall the following definition which is due to Dress [11] . Observe that there always exists a prime filtration, but clean filtrations may not exist. For simplicial complexes, cleanness is the algebraic counterpart of shellability as defined above. Next we want to study when K[Σ] is clean for some rational pointed fan Σ. It is easy to see that if K[Σ] is clean, then Σ is shellable. However, cleanness is a stronger property.
Theorem 5.9. Let Σ be a rational pointed fan in R d . Then K[Σ] is clean if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) Σ is (non-pure) shellable with shelling C 1 , . . .,C s .
In particular, the cleanness property does not depend on char K. 
where C 1 , . . . ,C s are the maximal cones of Σ, and there exist γ j ∈ C j ∩ Z d such that
Consider the fans
which implies (ii) (a), and (ii) (b)
It remains to show (i). At first observe that Fan(∂C j ) has a shelling because this is equivalent to the fact the boundary of a cross-section polytope of C j has a shelling and this is well-known by Bruggesser-Mani. Using the notation introduced so far we have to prove
. . , D t j is a shelling of the fan Fan(∂C j ) and 1 ≤ r j ≤ t j .
If γ j ∈ relint(C j ), then Π j = Fan(∂C j ) and the assertion follows again directly from Bruggesser-Mani. Assume that γ j ∈ relint(C j ). Let P j be a cross-section polytope of C j such that γ j ∈ P j . It is possible to choose a point x outside P j near γ j in general position with respect to P j (i.e. x does not belong to an irredundant hyperplanes defining P j ) such that the facets of P j which correspond to the maximal cones in star Fan(C j ) (γ j ) \ {C j } are exactly the visible facets from x. (A facet is visible if for all points y on that facet the line segment between y and x does intersect P j only in y.) Now it follows from [21, Theorem 8.12] , that there exists a (line) shelling of P j such that the facets induced by the maximal cones in star Fan(C j ) (γ j ) \ {C j } are the last ones. This induces a shelling of ∂C j where the maximal cones in star Fan(C j ) (γ j ) \ {C j } are the last ones. Hence the other ones which correspond to those cones in Π j are the first ones. Thus we have proved (i). Now assume that (i) and (ii) holds. Consider the filtration of
induced by the shelling of (i) and the fans Π j as above. Then
It follows from (ii) that Supp(q Proof. Fix j such that 1 < j ≤ s and suppose that r j = t j (otherwise Ω j = / 0). In order to prove that K[Ω j ] is Gorenstein we check the assumptions of 2.5. First of all Ω j is pure shellable, so K[Ω j ] is Cohen-Macaulay by 5.5. Let γ j be as in Theorem 5.9 and consider D ∈ Fan(C j ). As seen in the proof of Theorem 5.9, we have D ∈ Π j ⇐⇒ D ∈ star Fan(C j ) (γ j ).
In particular, D l ∈ star Fan(C j ) (γ j ) for all r j < l ≤ t j We conclude that
Observe that star Ω j (γ j ) = star Fan(C j ) (γ j ) \ C j since Ω j ∪ Π j ∪ C j = Fan(C j ). Also, for a ∈ C j ∩ Z d we have that
By (ii)(b) in Theorem 5.9 we have
so assumption (i) of 2.5 is satisfied. It only remains to check assumption (ii) of 2.5. We have to show that for all cones D ∈ Ω j we have Observe that |Γ Ω j | is homeomorphic to a (dimC j − 2)-dimensional ball (as was shown in the proof of Corollary 5.4). There exists a subfan Λ j of Ω j such that |Γ Λ j | is the boundary of the manifold with boundary |Γ Ω j | and hence homeomorphic to a sphere. For D ∈ Ω j we have that
which one proves analogously to Corollary 4.2 using the fact that one knows the local homology of |Γ Ω j |. Now consider X = |Γ Fan(∂C j ) | as a topological space (it is a (dimC j − 1)-sphere) and |Γ Ω j | as a subspace in X . Then
since |Γ Ω j | and |Γ Π j | are (dimC j − 2)-dimensional balls (so they are closed in X ).
We deduce that Λ j = Ω j ∩ Π j and that for D ∈ Ω j we have
This concludes the proof.
